
Music & Management 
 

Management can be learnt at B-schools, on cricket and football pitches, golf 
courses, wedding preparations and well through music concerts too ! 
 
Two weeks ago, I attended a series of Carnatic Classical Music Concerts organized by a 
Nadasurabhi, a local cultural organization as part of their annual music programme. As I 
sat back and enjoyed the music, it struck me as to how many management concepts are 
embedded in the seemingly innocuous traditional way of rendition of songs by the lead 
artiste together with accompanying artistes. Team, leadership, structure, innovation and 
recognition are but a few concepts that I would like to highlight. 
 

1. Team - for the uninitiated, a Carnatic Classical Music Concert is a ‘sit-down’ 
stage performance which ‘lifts’ the audience to heights. You have a lead 
performer in the centre with a violinist on one side and 2-3 percussionists on the 
other to support him.  Of course, the silent performer behind him plays the 
tambura to help him stay focused and remain in tune during the entire 
performance.  They perform individually as well as a Team and ‘Together Each 
Achieves More’ ! 

 
2. Concert structure  - the performance follows a structure which is known to the 

audience but the main artiste always manages to make it interesting.  Beginning 
with a short song, the pace slowly builds up as the artiste warms up to a few fast 
numbers and mid-way reaches a high, when he chooses a particular raaga and 
elaborates it with an alapana (introduction to the raaga / tune) and swara kalpana 
which are invariably impromptu renditions.  While the song is the same, he 
manages to innovate each time and keeps the audience enthralled with the 
various permutations and combinations.  To add to their joy, the main artiste 
gives sufficient opportunity to the accompanying artistes to showcase their 
individual talent.  At the end of this main piece is the tani avartana where the 
percussionists display their talent exclusively in a delightful, healthy competition. 
The concert normally ends with a few light songs which are eagerly looked 
forward to by the audience.   

 
3. Innovation & Recognition - The beauty of Indian classical music is though the 

songs remain the same for hundreds of years, with the same lyrics, set to the 
same tune / raaga, each artiste brings his own, inimitable style to the rendition 
and manages to innovate each time.  So much so that certain songs are branded 
through the artistes and the audience expects him to perform these select songs 
in every concert.  There is long, rigorous practice but each time he comes out 
there to perform, it is a different rendition.  He manages to keep the surprise 
element on by not revealing the name of the song or raaga. He just hums the 
tune and you will invariably find the rasikas (connoisseurs) nodding their heads, 
humming along and whispering to each other trying to guess which song it could 
be and which raaga and by which composer.  This is the artiste’s own way of 
holding the audience’s attention and getting them to participate.  The violinist 
also guesses but quickly he is on track supporting the main artiste ensuring that 
he does not overshadow his performance.  He displays his brilliance without 
hogging the limelight so to say.  

 



4. Leadership – Throughout a music concert, one can notice the distinct style of 
leadership that emanates from the main artiste and impacts the quality of the 
concert. While some concerts are sublime and soulful, some have the majestic 
gait of an elephant. Yet others are high-voltage performances creating a 
‘tsunami’ like experience.  The songs range from devotional and divine to playful 
and teasing to peppy and fast numbers – in all producing sheer ecstasy through 
music ! 

 
I must mention one particular incident that happened on one of the days during the week 
long music programme.  The venue was a school auditorium with minimum acoustics 
and power back-up. Mid-way during the concert of T.M.Krishna, a young accomplished 
singer, the power went off and it refused to come back for almost 30 minutes.  Instead of 
throwing tantrums and giving up, the artiste continued to sing oblivious of the power 
situation and so did the accompanying artistes.  In fact he had just begun warming up to 
a beautiful raaga and was completely immersed in it with his eyes closed.  The 500 
strong audience sat still and heard him with no one stirring or complaining.  His voice 
was loud and clear and he connected with the audience instantly, unfazed by the lack of 
infrastructure.  When the power came on, he got a standing ovation from all those 
present.  Please remember that unlike popular jazz or rock concerts, in our music there 
is a quiet dignity and the audience is expected to enjoy in silence except for the nodding 
of the heads or slight tapping of the feet with occasional passing of the chit of paper to 
request a particular song from the artiste.  So, T.M.Krishna got a literal standing ovation.  
This I think, is performing against all odds with a single minded devotion. 
 
His concert reinforces all the above elements of team work, leadership, recognition, 
structure and innovation to ensure ‘pure audience delight’. 
  
They say music moves mountains, music melts hearts, music cures, music unites 
and now I say music teaches management too.  No wonder, Manasi Prasad, a 
distinguished alumni of IIMB has chosen music over management and is orchestrating 
her life around it !! 
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